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Reliable low-cost backup and recovery now with DPX GuardMode
for proactive ransomware protection

Catalogic DPX® Highlights
Fast and reliable low-impact backup for physical and
virtual environments

Proactive early detection of ransomware with alerts to
backup teams and syslog via GuardMode

Comprehensive workload coverage with instant
restore and granular file recovery

Built-in cyber resilience via encryption detection,
frequent backups, immutable copies, and rapid restore

Software-defined, scalable bacukp repository owith
an open storage model via DPX vStor

Protects Microsoft 365 and all open virtualization
platforms via DPX vPlus

Data replication supports remote sites and Disaster
Recovery use cases
Reuse data to support DevOps use cases such as devtest, reporting , and compliance
Supports disk, tape, and cloud as backup and archive
destinations for the 3-2-1 backup rule

Full support for Micro Focus OES and NDMP
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How about these:

DPX GuardMode provides early detection of ransomware
for Windows, Linux, and Samba shares and identifies and
enables recovery of only the affected data.

• Reliable and secure backup that just works
•
• Rapid and granular data recovery when you need it

DPX vStor is a backup repository for building your backup
targets on any block storage platform to meet your unique

•
•

That’s why we’ve spent over 20 years focused on these

interface with robust and secure backup and recovery

DPX Use Cases

And proactive monitoring for ransomware gives even

peace of mind that your data is reliably protected and will be there when you need
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Rapid, Granular Restore and Disaster Recovery
you can restore systems in the time it takes to boot them using our patented Instant
technology

Proactive Ransomware Detection with DPX GuardMode
Ransomware is growing at a record pace. Unfortunately, malware can slip past antivirus systems and lock or remove your data before it is detected. That's why we
added DPX GuardMode, to provide early detection and notification of potential
malware before you do a backup. That way, when ransomware strikes, your last line
of defense is to have a secure and ransomware free backup. DPX provides a list of
affected files to restore and multiple recovery points so you can spin the clock back to
just before the infection happened.

Organizations are increasingly moving to the public clouds for long term backup
storage. DPX makes it easy for you to send backup images to cloud storage providers
and to find them easily when you need them. Backups can be sent directly or archived
from DPX Stor to many clouds, including Alibaba, Amazon S3 and Glacier Deep Archive,
Backblaze B2; Microsoft Azure, MinIO, and Wasabi. Bandwidth throttling for
performance and S3 Object Lock are supported for retention and compliance.

Tape Support and Tape Replacement
Tape is the IT technology that is always going away but never gone. Organizations still rely
heavily on tape, which is why DPX includes full-fledged support for multiple tape drives
and new formats like LTO-9, with enterprise-class tape management. But if you're ready
to leave tape behind, DPX also offers true disk-to-disk and disk-to-cloud protection. that
can have you saying goodbye to tape for good. In fact, DPX is the perfect transition tool.
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The

backup target that frees you from expensive

images can be mapped to compute nodes with only a few

you can build different backup targets to meet your

NDMP Backups and NetApp OSSV
allowing you to protect NAS devices using the most
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DPX offers broad platform compatibility with y
View the Compatibility Guide

Conclusion

As a software only company, Catalogic DPX has simple and flexible pricing that is all-inclusive with no additional licensing
costs for additional modules, backup repositories (DPX vStor), ransomware detection and recovery (DPX GuardMode),
and offloading or archiving to clouds. Contact us today to learn how DPX is your smart choice in data protection that
provides reliable, rapid, and low-cost backup and recovery.
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